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The Message of the Gita

“THE SECRET of action,” so we might summarise the
message of the Gita, the word of its divine Teacher, “is
one with the secret of all life and existence. Existence is

not merely a machinery of Nature, a wheel of law in which the
soul is entangled for a moment or for ages; it is a constant man-
ifestation of the Spirit. Life is not for the sake of life alone, but
for God, and the living soul of man is an eternal portion of the
Godhead. Action is for self-finding, for self-fulfilment, for self-
realisation and not only for its own external and apparent fruits
of the moment or the future. There is an inner law and meaning
of all things dependent on the supreme as well as the manifested
nature of the self; the true truth of works lies there and can be
represented only incidentally, imperfectly and disguised by igno-
rance in the outer appearances of the mind and its action. The
supreme, the faultless largest law of action is therefore to find out
the truth of your own highest and inmost existence and live in it
and not to follow any outer standard and dharma. All life and
action must be till then an imperfection, a difficulty, a struggle
and a problem. It is only by discovering your true self and living
according to its true truth, its real reality that the problem can
be finally solved, the difficulty and struggle overpassed and your
doings perfected in the security of the discovered self and spirit
turn into a divinely authentic action. Know then your self; know
your true self to be God and one with the self of all others; know
your soul to be a portion of God. Live in what you know; live
in the self, live in your supreme spiritual nature, be united with
God and Godlike. Offer, first, all your actions as a sacrifice to
the Highest and the One in you and to the Highest and the One
in the world; deliver last all you are and do into his hands for
the supreme and universal spirit to do through you his own will
and works in the world. This is the solution that I present to
you and in the end you will find that there is no other.”


